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  “Of the 7 deadly sins,” Frederick Buechner 

writes, “anger is possibly the most fun. To lick your 

wounds, and smack your lips over grievances long past, 

to roll over your tongue the prospect of bitter 

confrontations still to come…to savor to the last morsel 

of both the pain you’re given and the pain you’re giving 

back: in many ways it is a feast fit for a king…” 

 I must admit that – true confessions here - anger 

is, and always has been, my ‘go to’ emotion. It’s never a 

violent anger – usually comes out during mega-stress – 

it’s a second-hand kind of anger: never directed to 

whomever I’m actually with at the time, instead: aimed 

at someone – or something – else: something I heard 

that someone said which was untrue; something 

someone else did that was – to my mind – “stupid” or 

“arrogant” or “unjust.”  

 It’s more like a shotgun than a rifle kind of anger:  

not very accurately aimed. And, it must come off as 

pretty insipid, because nobody – even laced with 

incredibly descriptive sarcasm as it is –  nobody seems to 

ever take my anger seriously. They just sorta’ glance at 

me with a slightly curious look, and then go about their 

business – or, they become patronizing and dismissive - 

which makes me even angrier. 

 Maybe that’s because anger makes up such so 

little of my public persona - you don’t see it very often: 

I’m usually up and happy– light-hearted…humorous… 

maybe it’s because of my profession: it’s so not right  

for a pastor to get angry…right?  They’re not supposed to 

do that, are they? 

 I don’t know how it happened: what gene got 

crossed or mutated – in vitro, or if maybe I was molded 

that way as a child. But, my blood boils at any lack of 

logical thinking…at injustice, insensitivity, 

condescension…and when folks try to bully others into 

accepting their self-created sense of what is – and what 

isn’t – real or fake… when they just make up stuff, and 

get away with saying it. 

 It’s like the old adage: say something that’s false 

often enough and eventually some may start believing it:  

it happened right here some years ago when you were 

told over and over again that you had no future; that 

Trinity was an old person’s church and you’d best get 

used to it.  Many did, and they took themselves and their 

young families elsewhere.  Remember? That still makes 

me angry – and we’re just now overcoming that blatant 

untruth. 

 I seethe with indignation – righteous or other-

wise - at human arrogance and self-righteousness… and 

foam when people intentionally do absurd things. In that 

regard – at least – my anger is a bit like that which Jesus 

demonstrates.  When he said to “turn the other cheek,” 

he didn’t mean for us to become doormats! Certainly, he 

wasn’t one: driving tax collectors out of the temple in a 

fit of anger; angry with those who criticized him for 

healing on the Sabbath. Mark actually uses the word 

"anger"…and he was angry when he called the Pharisees 

"blind fools." Even Paul tells us, "Be angry, and do not 

sin…"  there are times when people ought to express 

their anger. and that’s something a lot of good, sweet, 

nice, decent people need to realize. 

A village Swami claimed he had mastered anger. 

And, when someone challenged that claim, he told about 

the story about the cobra who used to coil by the path 

and bite people on their way to the Temple. The Swami 

went to visit the snake to end the problem.  

Using a mantra, he called the snake into 

submission, telling the snake that it was wrong to bite 

people – and persuading it to promise never to do it 

again.  

Unfortunately, before long the village boys were 

tormenting the poor snake by dragging it through the 

village. When the swami again visited the snake, he 

found it miserable and hurting.  

"You are bleeding!,” the Swami exclaimed. “Tell 

me how this has come to be."  

The snake blurted out that he’d been abused 

ever since the Swami made him promise to stop biting 

people – to which the Swami said, "I told you not to 

bite…but I didn’t tell you not to hiss…" 
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But, unconstructive, unjust anger tends to blind 

us to reality and to consequences and to the irrational 

harm that may result: In the spring of 1894, when the 

Orioles came to Boston to play a routine baseball game, 

the Orioles' John McGraw got into a fight with the Boston 

third baseman, and it didn’t take long before both teams 

joined in. The brawl quickly spread to the grandstands 

where someone set fire to the wooden seats and the 

entire ballpark burned to the ground, spreading to 107 

other buildings as well. 

Unlike the anger Jesus displayed: that was not 

‘justifiable anger:’ it had no moral, ethical or even biblical 

basis – just a couple of guys in a tiff about a stupid 

ballgame. There was no “right reason”…no ultimate good 

to which it was addressed. 

All anger is not sinful – but, it all comes bundled 

with the often-lingering need for forgiveness: something 

with which many of us – if not most – struggle – 

especially when we don’t think it’s deserved, and not 

even asked for. I still haven’t been able to forgive a small 

group of power-grubbing, mean-spirited people at a 

former church I served for the unjust, untrue, 

undeserved, and terribly un-Christian things they did to 

me well over a decade ago.  To be honest, I’m not sure 

I’ll ever be able to.  Yet I know I cannot become the 

person Jesus intends me to be until I can. 

Saw a T-shirt that spoke to that the other day: it 

read: "Christian Under Construction." I immediately 

identified. I think we all can because it’s one thing to talk 

about the difference faith is supposed to make in our 

lives, and about how it’s supposed to work - but, most of 

us know that we’re not yet anywhere near what God 

wants us to be.  At our best – our very best -  we remain 

‘Christians under construction.’  

And, that’s OK – a good place to be, because the 

changes God makes in our lives don't happen all at once 

– I don’t care what those creepy TV evangelists want you 

to believe.  Dealing with anger in a constructive way is a 

constant challenge for those of us wishing to live the 

Christian life because as Christ-bearers, we’re called to 

build bridges – not walls. and that is not our natural, 

sinful inclination. 

Those changes come in a process: a process in 

which we very much participate with intentionality and 

joy. In ‘Jesus terms,’ the Church calls that ‘sanctification:’  

our life-long learning and trying and progressing…of 

trying and failing: taking 3 steps forward and, then, a 

dozen back.  Thank God for the certainty of our 

Confession every Sunday morning.  

There are times when expressing our faith-based 

anger – at, yes: secular, political, or economic powers 

which would destroy human dignity, and diminish our 

spirit – is the proper thing to do: times when the Church 

needs –  individually and collectively – to exercise its 

prophetic voice in powerful and unique ways – while - at 

the same time – modeling the gift of reconciliation. 

But, we’re not left to our own to do it: Jesus, our 

model, faced his culture with determination and 

compassionate anger: anger directed toward what was 

right and holy and best for all concerned. It’s that healthy 

balance: to mend and then maintain challenging 

relationships which may have been tainted by anger – for 

which we strive – all our lives. Jesus was determined to 

do that: thereby ensuring that human dignity was 

respected, and demonstrating thru his compassion, 

God’s Love even to those who weren’t all that easy to 

love.       

It’s that holy balance – that ‘righteous 

indignation’ sort of anger aimed at reconciliation we 

need to find and hold on to. It’s certainly not as easy task, 

but it’s a vital one, because - remember that ‘anger feast’ 

we started out with this morning? Beuchner concludes 

that, if we don’t, “the chief drawback we’ll find is that 

what we’re wolfing down is ourselves: the skeleton at 

the feast…will be you.” Amen.  
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